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The Seat of Knowledge Trestleboard is an education based 

newsletter extracting articles and knowledge of interest 

from the past. Freemasonry is a rich and diversified field 

with world renown scholars who have contributed their 

knowledge to enhance ours, therein lies the reason for 

this particular Trestleboard. We are however happy to 

receive any articles or news including pictures from    

brothers of CDA 20 as well as recommendations and or 

suggestions. Please email submissions to: Bro. DB Jordan: 

CDA20.org@gmail.com  

“Employ your time in improving yourself by 

other men’s writings so that you shall come easi-

ly by what others have labored hard for.”  —
Socrates 
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In Memory of Brother Ben Benninghoff 

 

2019 officers for CDA 20 are as follows: 

 

WM —Taylor Marlow, SW — John Hull 32o 

JW — B. Becker 33o — Treas. — Bill Needham 

Sec. — DB Jordan 32o 
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Some recent scientific investigations and their bearing on the continuity of life 

after physical death as taught in the Master’s degree. “Occult” is a most objec-

tionable word to many Freemasons, though it means merely, “That which is 

hidden.” They are even a little ashamed of the term “esoteric” as applied to the 

lost wisdom we seek and which wisdom constitutes the “secret” of Masons— 

generally a “secret” that remains such until the day of physical death of the 

initiated. Yet he might find it (within himself) for the seeking! “Immortality” or 

a survival of personality, individual intelligence, after physical death and the 

decay of the physical body, is taught in the Master Mason’s degree. A belief in 

it is general with most Freemasons. But belief is ever unsatisfactory to the in-

quisitive mind when no reasonable ground can be seen upon which to formu-

late belief. So it is with the teaching of “immortality.” To many honest doubt-

ers, acceptance of the Masonic statement implies more or less credulity simply 

because they do not investigate for themselves as to whether there is really a 

scientific basis for what both Masonry and religion have taught from time im-

memorial. But modern science has recently come so close to the proof in the 

case it may seriously be doubted whether it has in reality not directly passed 

the borderline between physical and spiritual planes of existence — without 

realizing it. In a most singular manner French investigators are the ones to 

place before the world, experiments in both physiology and psychology, 

demonstrating beyond apparent question, that physical matter reaches a de-

gree of refinement within the physical body beyond the power of physical sight 

to “see it” but not always beyond the power of the sensitive camera plate to 

preserve a photograph of it. Beyond its camera visibility, as it were, it has been 

positively detected. This material has been found to be capable of projection 

outside the human body, has been felt, seen, photographed and then “ lost” to 

physical perception only to be logically and unavoidably connected by pure 

reasoning processes with the mental current itself.  

PROVING THE THIRD DEGREE 

By J.W. Norwwod  
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THOUGHT (whatever thought may be as an ultimate) has been found to be the 

power which controls this plastic material both inside and outside the human ma-

chinery of “the body.” An interesting account of the French psychological experi-

ments is to be found in November Metropolitan Magazine, by Mrs. Reginald De 

Koven, wife of the famous composer, English Freemason, and author of “The Free-

mason Song. Those who might recoil from the unusual as something “uncanny” or 

“occult” however, will find the same problem unconsciously approached from the 

physical side by Dr. Serge Veronoff, head of the psychological laboratories of 

France. Dr. Veronoff has announced a “discovery” that youthful powers of the 

aged may be restored by replacing the worn out or atrophied interstitial glands 

with those of young and robust humans, or even of certain animals nearest akin to 

man. He has found, as other more silent men have found before him, that the 

glands of the body secrete special “juices” which have the effect in some mysteri-

ous way of keeping that elusive thing known as “life” and “ energy,” in the blood. 

And behind or within these peculiar secretions is a “vital energy” or “nerve force” 

that is capable of being directed by the mind. Certainly the “ mind” currents are in 

some way inextricably mixed up with the vitalizing forces hidden in these purely 

physical secretions. Glands may be preserved “live” says Dr. Veronoff, for an in-

definite time in cold storage, as “life” leaves the glands of the body several hours 

after its “death.” Some American physicians think it the irony of fate that French 

scientists should get all the credit for these discoveries. Dr. Crile for example, and 

others, discovered that various tissues and even skin, could be preserved “alive” 

even tho separated from the body to which they belonged. Many years ago Thom-

as Edison announced his conviction that every cell in the body had its individual “ 

life” and every organ its “individual organic life” so that the life of the individual 

intelligence known as “man” was really a community life of all his cells coordinated 

and directed by—the “man.” Cardinal Gibbons raised the voice of ridicule and de-

nunciation and Mr Edison thereafter kept his convictions to himself.  
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Perhaps the best explanation of why France and not America now gets credit for 

the public announcement of important discoveries in this borderland realm, the 

physical side at least of which no man of science can deny, is to be found in the 

lament of Dr. G. F. Lydston, an eminent surgeon of Chicago who “discovered” the 

process of gland implantation in 1914. Dr. Lydston thinks he has gone even fur-

ther in actual experiment than Dr. Veronoff but says “Americans will not recog-

nize a thing of this sort until it comes to them from abroad.” But it is barely possi-

ble Americans are like the rest of humanity in repudiating the conclusions some 

men of science like Dr. Lydston, make from their experiments. If Dr. Lydston is 

correctly quoted, one of his conclusions “convinced him that all ‘LOVE’ is simply 

‘glandular attraction’ and leads to an explanation of the eternal triangle and 

‘affinity.’” That, as every real lover instinctively knows, may be the chief explana-

tion for physical sex attraction, and as such plays an important role in the affairs 

of this old earth. But as every real lover also knows, without the necessity of 

“reasoning” about it, there are at least two higher phases of “LOVE” which pro-

ceed from super-physical forces within himself— that make LOVE a deathless 

thing; that make it laugh at the destruction of the body and all its glands; that 

“passes all understanding.” So Dr. Lydston would have doubtless been rejected 

by the instinctive desire of Americans for a “ more spiritual” interpretation of his 

discovery. The French are simply more frank in expressing themselves about such 

matters. They are so frank that puritans are “shocked” as they always are at Na-

ture and her ways. Puritans “BELIEVE” in God; French men, especially Freema-

sons, endeavor to “KNOW” as much about the matter as possible. But to the Pu-

ritans the Frenchman is an “Atheist” because he refuses to quarrel about reli-

gious beliefs. 
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Advertisements From our supporters 

611 Apartments and Vacation Rentals               

Wallace, Idaho                                                              

aptsinwallace @ gmail.com 

MASONIC TRIVIA 

 

By Ancient custom, the King was always covered while his subjects were 

never covered in his presence. The American custom of the Master of the 

Lodge wearing a hat as a symbol of his authority is apparently a result of that 

ancient custom. 

 




